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STILL SHOWING
TILL SUN02 OCT
ISOLATION, CHAMBER, VACATION @ TRANSITION
Isolation Chamber Vacation is an exhibition of artist’s responses to the subject of ‘aloneness’ and exploration of cultural representations of solitude. The 
work of five artists; Juno Calypso, Hannah Ford, Kirsty Buchanan, Nicola Frimpong and Katerina Jebb, will be shown alongside contexualising objects and 
ephemera from curator Sarah’s research into the theme. These objects include artists’ books, as well as letters, back-issues of magazines and a library  
of ‘recommended reading’.

TILL SUN02OCT
BLACK BLOSSOMS @ UAL SHOWROOM
The Black Blossoms Exhibition celebrates and highlights the voices of Black Women, a group which is often invisible, silenced and oppressed in society. 
Through film, photography and illustration recent UAL graduates have explored the intersections of gender, race and identity. This exhibition challenges and 
deconstructs stereotypes in order to re-establish an authentic and inclusive narrative of Black Womanhood.

TILL SUN02OCT
PUNK 1976-78 @ THE BRITISH LIBRARY
Starting with the impact of the Sex Pistols in 1976, this exhibition will explore punk’s early days in the capital and reveal how its remarkable influence spread 
across music, fashion, print and graphic styles nationwide. Showcasing a range of fanzines, flyers, recordings and record sleeves from the British Library’s 
collections alongside rare material from the Jon Savage Archive at Liverpool John Moores University, the exhibition will celebrate the enduring influence of 
punk as a radical musical, artistic and political movement.

TILL SUN02OCT
BLACK BLOSSOMS @ UAL SHOWROOM
The Black Blossoms Exhibition celebrates and highlights the voices of Black Women, a group which is often invisible, silenced and oppressed in society. 
Through film, photography and illustration recent UAL graduates have explored the intersections of gender, race and identity. This exhibition challenges and 
deconstructs stereotypes in order to re-establish an authentic and inclusive narrative of Black Womanhood.

TILL SAT08OCT
FLORIAN HEINKE | ALLES WIRD GUT | 2016
Frankfurt enfant terrible Florian Heinke presents his first London solo exhibition in Shoreditch with CHARLIE SMITH LONDON. ‘ALLES WIRD GUT’ 
– translated as ‘Everything will be fine’ – will present a typically Heinkian worldview. Smattered with irony, poetry, longing, derision, optimism and fury, the 
exhibition will embody Heinke’s ongoing notion of ‘Paradise Overdosed’, traversing contemporary and modern politics; celebrity; glamour; greed; beauty  
and decay. 

MON10OCT
DAVID HOCKNEY RA: 79 PORTRAITS AND 2 STILL LIFES @ ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS
David Hockney returns to the RA with a remarkable new body of work. Embracing portraiture with a renewed creative vigour, he offers an intimate 
snapshot of the LA art world and the people who have crossed his path over the last two years.

TILL SAT15OCT
ALICE MAHER: THE GLORIOUS MAID OF THE CHARNEL HOUSE @ PURDY HICKS
In Alice Maher’s new watercolour series, The Glorious Maid of the Charnel House, internal and external worlds interface, co-exist and self generate. 
Maher’s reference points include art history, mythic narrative and medical textbooks, as her shape shifting maids call down and mischievously intervene 
with the often problematic history of visual representation of the feminine throughout all of these fields. The inner and the outer body unfolds and enfolds 
simultaneously and human, animal and vegetal intermingle and overlap in intense hybrid forms. 

TILL SUN23OCT
BJORK DIJITAL @ SOMERSET HOUSE
An immersive virtual reality exhibition from Icelandic icon Björk. Somerset House is thrilled to announce the European premiere of Björk Digital, an 
exhibition of digital and video works, resulting from Björk’s collaborations with some of the finest visual artists and programmers in the world and 
coinciding with a special performance at the Royal Albert Hall.

TILL SAT29OCT
BASEL ABBAS AND RUANNE ABOU-RAHME: AND YET MY MASK IS POWERFUL @ CARROLL/FLETCHER
Drawing on a visual and aural lexicon refined by Abbas and Abou-Rahme in their critically acclaimed project The Incidental Insurgents (2012-2015), And yet 
my mask is powerful offers an immersive experience conceived as a counterpoint to today’s all-pervasive imagery of crisis. In this piece, the artists use the 
site of trauma as a crucible, a place from which to imagine an alternative narrative, informed by the past but turned towards the future.

TILL SAT29OCT
JOHN WOOD AND PAUL HARRISON: SOME THINGS WERE RECORDED 1993-1998 @ CARROLL/FLETCHER
In many of the short videos collected here, the artists are shown methodically working through a task in a series of bizarre experiments that almost seem 
designed to test their ability to keep a straight face. These constructed situations are captivating in their absurdity: there is a tension between the air of 
purpose Wood and Harrison bring to each gesture and the apparent absence of any purpose to these activities. Presented alongside the videos, drawings 
from the same period reveal parts of the thinking process as well as meticulous planning behind each of these works.
 
TILL SAT29OCT
DARJA BAJAGIC: NOBODY KNOWS I’M FUNNY @ CARLOS/ISHIKAWA
Her artwork opens up conversations on complex issues such as power struggles between the sexes, censorship, authorship, and the digital landscape.  
Her work elicits a broad spectrum of reactions and reviews that range from cautiously positive to harshly negative.

TILL SUN30OCT
INSIDE: ARTISTS AND WRITERS IN READING PRISON @ HM PRISON READING
HM Prison Reading opens for the first time to the public as artists, writers and performers respond to its most notorious inmate, Oscar Wilde. At this 
resonant site, the penal regime Wilde suffered is explored through archive material and the installation of new works by artists such as Nan Goldin,  
Marlene Dumas, and Steve McQueen.

TILL SUN30OCT
YINKA SHONIBARE: END OF EMPIRE @ TURNER CONTEMPORARY
Coinciding with the gallery’s fifth anniversary, Shonibare’s powerful work explores themes of conflict, empire and migration in the centenary year of  
The Battle of the Somme, poignantly shown at Turner Contemporary against the dramatic backdrop of the North Sea.

TILL SUN30OCT
GEORGIA O’ KEEFFEE @ TATE MODERN
Georgia O’Keeffe is best known for her paintings of magnified flowers, animal skulls, and New Mexico desert landscapes. This exhibition brings together 
some of her most important works, including Jimson Weed/White Flower No. 1 1932, the most expensive painting by a female artist ever sold at auction.

“Men put me down as the best woman painter…
…I think I’m one of the best painters.”
- Georgia O’Keeffe

TILL SAT05NOV
LONESOME WIFE @ SEVENTEEN GALLERY
The exhibition Lonesome Wife takes its title from ‘Willie Masters’ Lonesome Wife’, a 1989 book by the experimental American novelist William H. Gass. 
The book is narrated through the voice of Babs Masters, the lonesome wife of the title. Disappointed by her inattentive husband, she engages in a breezy 
display of the varieties and visual qualities of language – diverse typefaces, speech bubbles, typographical experiments, in order to seduce a clandestine  
new lover, who is slowly revealed through the book as the Reader themself.

TILL SAT05NOV
AMALIA ULMAN: LABOUR DANCE @ ARCADIA MISSA
Labour Dance, the title of Ulman’s latest solo exhibition at Arcadia Missa (London), at first glance could be interpreted as a nod to open-plan fail harder 
work cultures of recent years, however the term is taken directly from a practice used by some women to induce birth. As put by Kristeva, “One does not 
give birth in pain, one gives birth to pain”. The installation at Arcadia Missa acts as a one durational piece, an aftermath of Privilege (seen online and in part 
for the Berlin Biennial). The dominant aesthetic of power and legitimacy are explored and dramatised by Ulman, suggesting that the artist’s own ability  
to express and complain carries its own privilege—a position of criticality not accessible to all.

TILL SUN06NOV
AUDE PARISET: GREENHOUSES @ CELL PROJECT SPACE
Identifying material to be archived was once not given consideration because the limits on what could be retained were dictated by out moded technology. 
These barriers have now evaporated, so suddenly the preservation of data and matter has become a generational concern. 

TILL FRI11NOV
BHUPEN KHAKHAR @ TATE MODERN
After early experiments with Pop art, Khakhar developed a style of painting that combined both high and low, popular and painterly aesthetics, cleverly 
subverting popular iconography. He confronted complex and provocative themes with candour: class difference; desire and homosexuality; and his personal 
battle with cancer. Also a writer, his critical observations and literary sensibility were evident in his sharp, often ironic depictions of difficult subjects.

TILL SUN20NOV
BHARTI KHER: THIS BREATHING HOUSE @ FREUD MUSEUM
Kher’s new exhibition is a dialogue with the house. Vivid and full of history, the artist calls into being the voices that echo through the house and refers to 
Maresfield Gardens as an organism, a “breathing entity“. Kher overlays, subverts, conserves and erases memories – of herself and of her own life, of her 
family and of the people who lived here. She adds traces to the house of conversations past and present that also engage with Freud’s references to  
the mind as a complex energy system. Kher extends the conversation to include the body.

TILL SUN20NOV
HELEN MARTEN: DRUNK BROWN HOUSE @ SERPENTINE SACKLER GALLERY
Helen Marten: Drunk Brown House at the Serpentine Sackler Gallery brings together work never before presented in London with new work in an 
installation that has been conceived specifically in relation to the Gallery.  Combining sculpture, text and screen-printed paintings, Marten’s practice 
comprises images and objects, often playing with two and three-dimensionality. Her installations employ visual and linguistic ambiguity in order to  
explore the potential for misinterpretation and misunderstanding.

TILL AUTUMN 2016
BP SPOTLIGHT: JO SPENCE @ TATE BRITAIN
Jo Spence (1934–92) was a pioneer of British photographic discourse and the critique of representation. Her work waived between the personal,  
the political and the autobiographical.

TILL SUN11DEC
CANDICE LIN: A BODY REDUCED TO BRILLIANT COLOUR @ GASWORKS
The exhibition explores how histories of slavery and colonialism have been shaped by human attraction to particular colours, tastes, textures and drugs. 
Focusing on how the desire to wear, become enraptured by or ingest certain plants and substances preceded the will to trade them as commercial goods, 
the exhibition traces the materialist urges at the root of colonial violence.

TILL SUN18DEC
DONNA HUANCA: SCAR CYMBALS @ ZABLUDOWICZ
The first UK solo exhibition by Donna Huanca at the Zabludowicz Collection will also be the first performance-led commission in the space, with daily 
performances from painted models activating a series of new site-responsive architectural and sculptural installations in the 19th century former  
Methodist chapel.

TILL SUN15JAN
WILLIAM KENTRIDGE: THICK TIME @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
South African artist William Kentridge (b.1955, Johannesburg) is renowned for his animated expressionist drawings and films exploring time, the history  
of colonialism and the aspirations and failures of revolutionary politics.

TILL SUN12MAR 2017
UNDRESSED: A BRIEF HISTORY OF UNDERWEAR @ V&A MUSEUM 
One of underwear’s primary roles is to support, firm and shape the body to create the ideal body shape and substructure for the latest fashions.  
The exhibition will explore dress reformers and designers such as Paul Poiret, who argued for the beauty of the natural body, as well as entrepreneurs, 
inventors and innovators who have played a critical role in the development of increasingly more effective and comfortable underwear. On display will be 
over 200 objects for men and women together with fashion plates, photographs and film, advertisements and packaging to introduce changing concepts of 
the ideal body.

THROUGHOUT OCTOBER 
AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL

And What? is the newest (and only) pan-London Queer Arts Festival on the 
block, featuring 130+ artists and more than 25 events in 15 venues throughout 
September and October. Covering the North, South, East and West of the 
Capital And What? brings you everything from Visual arts to Circus, International 
drag Superstars to LGBTQI film and Performance Art to Dance. 

TILL SUN09OCT 
CALM DOWN DEAR, CPT’S UNIQUE FESTIVAL OF INNOVATIVE 
FEMINIST PERFORMANCE @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE

Britain’s original and best festival of innovative feminist theatre is back for a 
fourth year with a scintillating line up featuring porn, pole dancing and power 
dressing…

Expect theatre and comedy, talks and debates, as CPT seeks to destroy  
the patriarchy in three weeks flat.

SAT01-SUN30OCT  
BRIGHTON PHOTO BIENNIAL

For its seventh edition, Brighton Photo Biennial sets out to explore 
understandings of identity and representation – our personal and projected 
image – as influenced by the pervasive genre of fashion and style photography. 
Beyond the Bias – Reshaping Image, explores photography’s role in defining 
and informing our understanding of subjects such as: gender and sexuality, the 
representation of the body, the politics of style, subcultures and the subversion 
of social and cultural norms.

SAT01OCT-SUN05MAR 
GUERRILLA GIRLS: IS IT EVEN WORSE IN EUROPE? @ 
WHITECHAPEL GALLERY

The Guerrilla Girls revisit their 1986 poster “It’s Even Worse in Europe” in a 
new display at the Whitechapel Gallery. The project is based on information 
gathered from museums across Europe about the representation of artists who 
are female, gender non-conforming or from Africa, Asia, South Asia and South 
America.

Obtained via questionnaires sent to the directors of European museums, 
the project presents new statistics on the state of museums and galleries in 
the continent. Archival material illuminating the group’s inner workings, from 
research and production to public response are also on show.

SAT01OCT 
MOTHER – ARTIST DID WE BECOME OUR OWN AUDIENCE? @ 
I’KLECTIK 
12:30 – 18:00 (£8)

We would like to take a journey into this process of formation of the maternal 
segment and its audience, listening and looking at the work and choices of 
artists and curators who will be accompanying us for an open conversation.

The coined term Mother-artist mirrors the alienation of a niche of women 
artist gathered together by gender, motherhood, need to belonging to a group 
towards the reconnection with their practise from a new yet unrecognised 
prospective. Shaping the female ambitions, women artists decided to be 
associated to this community or be completely disconnected by it, thus 
embracing the theory and commonsense for which Maternal art is banally 
stereotyped. Mother-artists became consequently their own audience.

SAT01OCT 
NOLO: CURATING THE BODY @ SUNBURY HOUSE  
19:00 (PERFORMANCE INSTALLATION £8/6)

A cross-cultural residency experiment between London, UK and 
Montreal, Quebec that focuses on the word ‘curation’ and the implication this 
word could have in the context of the body and choreography.

SAT01OCT 
SCREENING: GEORGE KUCHAR – ‘DRAMA’ @ ALL HALLOWS 
CHURCH 
16:00 – 18:00 

George Kuchar, a legendary figure in New York’s underground film scene along 
with his brother Mike, produced a prodigious body of Super-8 and 16mm films 
in the 60s and 70s, idiosyncratic narrative psychodramas and charged pop 
cultural parody.

SAT01OCT – SAT05NOV 
AMALIA ULMAN: LABOUR DANCE @ ARCADIA MISSA

Labour Dance, the title of Ulman’s latest solo exhibition at Arcadia Missa 
(London), at first glance could be interpreted as a nod to open-plan fail harder 
work cultures of recent years, however the term is taken directly from a 
practice used by some women to induce birth. As put by Kristeva, “One does not 
give birth in pain, one gives birth to pain”. The installation at Arcadia Missa acts as 
a one durational piece, an aftermath of Privilege (seen online and in part for the 
Berlin Biennial). The dominant aesthetic of power and legitimacy are explored 
and dramatised by Ulman, suggesting that the artist’s own ability to express and 
complain carries its own privilege—a position of criticality not accessible to all.

SUN02OCT 
BLACK BLOSSOMS: RE-IMAGINING BLACK WOMEN IN ART AND 
MEDIA @ UAL SHOWROOM 
12:00 – 15:00

Come along for a gallery tour of the Black Blossoms Exhibition, which 
celebrates and highlights the voices of black women. This will be followed by a 
seminar which will be delivered by exhibitors analysing the portrayal of black 
women in the media and art. Then we will be doing an interactive workshop 
where participants will have the opportunity to create a zine or poster re-
imagining a more authentic and inclusive narrative of black womanhood.

The Black Blossoms Exhibition celebrates and highlights the voices of Black 
Women, a group which is often invisible, silenced and oppressed in society.

MON03OCT 
LYNN HERSHMAN LEESON - TRANS GENESIS: EVAPORATIONS 
AND MUTATIONS @ VILMA GOLD 
PV 18:30 – 20:30

Over the last five decades, artist and filmmaker Lynn Hershman Leeson has 
received international acclaim for her art and films.  She is recognized for her 
innovative work investigating issues that are now recognized as key to the 
workings of society: the relationship between humans and technology, identity, 
surveillance, and the use of media as a tool of empowerment against censorship 
and political repression. She is considered one of the most influential media 
artists and has made pioneering contributions in photography, video, film, 
performance, installation and interactive as well as net-based media art.

TUE04OCT – SUN09OCT 
GUERILLA GIRLS: COMPLAINTS DEPARTMENT @ TATE MODERN

The Guerrilla Girls operate a Complaints Department in Tate Exchange, 
inviting individuals and organisations to come and conspire with the Girls, post 
complaints about art, culture, politics, the environment, or any other issue they 
care about. Encouragement and some materials will be provided and throughout 
the week workshops and thematic discussions encourage participation and 
assist the public in creating statements and projects to post on rolling bulletin 
boards.

TUE04OCT 
DOUBLE BILL: JAMAL GERALD (FADOUBLEGOT) + JOELY 
FIELDING (THIS IS YOUR SEX LIFE) @ HACKNEY SHOWROOM 
(PART OF AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
19:30 - 22:00 (£10/8)

Inspired by a black gay experience, this autobiographical piece focuses on the 
ups and downs of pride and self-loathing. Through storytelling, spoken word and 
live art, Jamal Gerald develops the courage to tell his story of how he learned to 
celebrate his individuality, by embracing the slurs that were thrown his way, and 
how to wear labels without shame.

“Jamal Gerald is, intensely, fiercely himself on stage, in a show that highlights the idea 
that the way the world is structured forces some ways of life into a form  
of survival. And all that noise can be given the finger.” – EXEUNT

TUE04OCT – SUN09OCT 
DRAWN @ ]PERFORMANCESPACE[ (FOLKESTONE) 
12:00 – 18:00 DAILY

A week long exhibition of durational performance art examining place & 
identity. The program couples 6 international artists with 6 hyper-local materials 
(Stone, Water, Salt, Wood, Blood & Earth), across 6 venues in Folkestone’s 
Creative Quarter.

WED05OCT  
BEARDED BRUTES (AN EXHIBITION) BY MARK LEEMING @RICH 
MIX LONDON 
PV 18:00

Bearded Brutes is the world premier of the hyper-coloured and stylised 
photographic exhibition by Mark Leeming. It blurs conventional perceptions of 
masculinity and femininity using beards, make-up, glitter and digital manipulation. 
Striking and in-your-face Bearded Brutes celebrates visibility within the LGBTQI 
community.

The 24 portraits not only explore the feminine in the masculine (and vice-a-
versa) they also reveal a little of each models unique personality and challenge 
the viewer to reassess definitions of beauty.

THU06OCT 
CENTRE FOR FEMINIST RESEARCH OPENING LECTURE: OF 
DINOSAURS AND DIVAS: IS CLASS STILL RELEVANT TO 
FEMINIST RESEARCH? BY PROFESSOR VALERIE WALKERDINE, 
CARDIFF UNIVERSITY @ GOLDSMITH’S  
18:00 – 19:30

In the period after the Second World War, huge changes to the social fabric of 
Britain began to take shape.

It is inside these divisions that the working class become aligned with sexism 
and are seen as a reactionary challenge to the continued opening of the post-
60s agenda, just as big finance enters the scene from the 1980s. In understanding 
the implications of changing divisions between wealth and poverty, and 
illustrating my argument with examples from social research and cultural 
products, such as films and popular songs, I discuss the ways in which feminism 
can engage with class divisions through the recognition of how the divisions 
between different kinds of lives produce a mistrust and incomprehension on 
both sides. I suggest that addressing these issues within feminist research is 
politically imperative. 

FRI07OCT 
DANCE DOUBLE: ANDREAS CONSTANTINOU + LUCY MCCORMICK  
@ HACKNEY SHOWROOM 
19:30 – 22:00 (£10/£12)

And What? Queer Arts Festival proudly presents a Dance Double 
Bill of Genderf**kery with international dance sensation Andreas Elia 
Constantinou and the always fantastic Lucy McCormick.

SAT08OCT 
MY BIG PHAT GENDER WEEKEND @ BAR WOTEVER

Inspired by the film Mirco by Silvia Chiogna, this gender weekender is a playful 
exploration, and celebration, of presentations and perceptions of gender and of 
masculinity and femininity.

We team up with the amazing WOTEVER WORLD who’s core values are: 
inclusion, diversity, support and celebration of queer culture. Bar Wotever (an 
activity strand of Wotever World) has run weekly performance and community 
events for 11 years, showcasing emerging and established queer art and culture 
for a diverse audience to significant critical acclaim.

MON10OCT 
THE RETURN FROM ANNWN @ ANNWN COLLECTIVE

Woman in Pictish garb! Pineal eye lazers! Tri-partite geometry! Psychedelic 
stars! Heavy magick! The return from Annwn is a mytho-ecological short film 
and digital project by Annwyn Collective, depicting a trans-dimensional quest  
to restore cosmic equilibrium through female alignment.

MON10OCT 
GUERRILLA GIRLS & XABIER ARAKISTAIN EVENT! @ NEW HALL ART 
COLLECTION (CAMBRIDGE) 
17:15 – 20:15 (£7.50/£10)

We are delighted to welcome feminist curator Xabier Arakistain and the 
notorious Guerrilla Girls to a New Hall Art Collection event at Murray Edwards 
College, University of Cambridge.

Guerrilla Girls are an anonymous group of feminist, female artists devoted to 
fighting sexism and racism within the art world. The group formed in New York 
City in 1985 with the mission of bringing gender and racial inequality in the fine 
arts into focus within the greater community. Members are known  
for the gorilla masks they wear to remain anonymous.

THU13OCT 
CONFERENCE: CHALLENGING THE SILENCE IN HIGHER 
EDUCATION: RACE & RACISM IN THE ACADEMY @ GOLDSMITH’S 
9:30 – 16:15

This symposium seeks to create a space for the articulation and expression 
of pertinent issues that feed into current debate. Organisers: Dr. Elizabeth 
Williams-Goldsmiths, Dr. Akile Ahmet-London School of Economics and Political 
Science

Universities consider themselves liberal spaces of critical thinking. They 
are however, sites of power. The knowledge produced and reproduced 
in universities is textured by inequality because “knowledge” itself is not 
necessarily unbiased and unaffected by the purveyor. It can be highly racialized, 
gendered and infused with assumptions of class.

THU13OCT 
MOLLY SODA: COMFORT ZONE @ ANNKA KULTYS GALLERY 
PV 18:00 – 20:00

Molly Soda takes the private behaviours inherent to spaces like the bedroom 
and makes them public, reflecting how that changes the way in which those 
behaviours are seen and contextualised. A self-described ‘webcam princess,’ 
Soda’s work spans the array of contemporary digital platforms, including 
Instagram selfies, YouTube videos, gifs, zines, web-based performance and 
tweets. Her work explores the technological media on of self-identy, 
contemporary feminism, culture and perversion.

FRI14OCT 
DRAG KINGS QUEENS & INBETWEENS FESTIVAL @ BETHNAL 
GREEN WORKING MENS CLUB 
19:00 – 2:00 

Following the success of The Drag Kings Queens & InBeTweens Festival back 
in March and due to popular demand they are ready to make their LONDON 
DEBUT!

DKQI celebrates the rainbow diversity of transfolk , camp men, butch women, 
hairy bears, femme dykes & muscle marys, bi-queers & St8 mates who love us -

ALL ARE WELCOME AT OUR KIKI!

FRI14OCT – SUN16OCT 
LONGER WETTER FASTER BETTER: FESTIVAL OF LIVE ART AND 
PERFORMANCE @ RICH MIX, THE YARD THEATRE AND TOYNBEE 
STUDIOS

Steakhouse Live is back with its most ambitious festival yet. LONGER WETTER 
FASTER BETTER presents 25 artists for three days of rowdy, sensual and 
provocative performances from Friday 14 to Sunday 16 October 2016  
across London. 

FRI14OCT 
BFI LONDON FILM FESTIVAL: THE SPACE IN BETWEEN - 
MARINA ABRAMOVIC AND BRAZIL @ PICTUREHOUSE CENTRAL 
21:00 (£12.75/£16)

This is a bold and unsettling plunge into the unknown. The inimitable Serbian 
artist Marina Abramović has long been fascinated by Brazilian mystical traditions. 
Seeking out methods of personal and emotional healing, she embarks on an 
introspective journey deep into the Brazilian interior in order to further push 
the limits between the physical, the spiritual and the arts. Abramović is utterly 
captivating as she recounts her fearless and often jaw-dropping experiments at 
the hands of various mediums, crystal healers and shamans, culminating in  
a beguiling ayahuasca ceremony.

TUE18OCT-SAT22OCT 
CALLISTO : A QUEER EPIC @ ARCOLA THEATRE

‘I don’t believe the word love has ever meant the same thing twice.’

Four queer stories scattered across time and space.

Callisto: A Queer Epic, a new play by Howard Coase, traces a constellation of 
queer stories, reframing past narratives and sculpting future worlds. Following 
a critically-acclaimed run at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe, it transfers to the 
Arcola for one week only.

TUE18OCT  
NANDO MESSIAS//SHOOT THE SISSY @ CHELSEA THEATRE 
10:00-21:00

Nando Messias is back with his own disturbingly beautiful freak show – a queer 
menagerie of carnivalesque contortion and florid fantasy. Messias brings our 
compulsive gaze closer to the bold fragility of his trademark body – a Sissy body. 
His dangerous ingenuity and exquisite theatricality offers you secret insights into 
the murky depths of doubt, terror and dreams. Come watch as he penetrates 
through fairground whispers into a microcosm of ordinary weirdness, 
wretchedness, deracination and subjugation, all with immense tenderness  
and tenacity.

TUE18OCT 
LIVE ART AND MOTHERHOOD: A STUDY ROOM GUIDE ON LIVE 
ART AND THE MATERNAL 
LAUNCH EVENT @ LADA

Live Art and Motherhood is a new Study Room Guide on Live Art and the 
Maternal researched and written by the artists, activists and academics Emily 
Underwood-Lee and Lena Šimić.  

THU20OCT- FRI21OCT 
PEACHES CHRIST AND JINX MONSOON: RETURN TO GREY 
GARDENS @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS 
19:00-22:00

Return to Grey Gardens is a theatrical comedy spoof that pays homage to the 
acclaimed documentary film Grey Gardens (1975).

The beloved cult documentary by the Maysles Brothers captured the eccentric 
lives of mother and daughter former society doyennes, now fallen on hard times. 
The live show is set forty years into the future and documents the routine of an 
aging drag mother and her bitter drag daughter who continue to perform for  
an empty house.

THU20OCT 
LIVE ART AND THE CYBORG BODY @ GOLDSMITHS UNIVERSITY

Presentations by BayBJane, FoxGlove & Pure Venom, Dr. Jennifer Parker-Starbuck, 
Lizzie Masterton, Oreet Ashery, Quimera Rosa and Victoria Sin on the occasion 
of Deep Trash from Outer Space (live art night, Bethnal Green Working Men’s 
Club 22OCT).

THU20 OCT 
ALL HAIL THE QUEENS! CELEBRATING BLACK FEMALE FANDOM 
@ BFI SOUTHBANK 
20:30-21:30

Following a screening of Bessie as part of the BFI’s Black Star season, we’ll be 
hosting a special event in which we’ll consider the mighty Queen Latifah: hip-
hop star-turned-movie star, feminist icon and shining light of queer femininity. 

Alongside some very special panelists, we will also celebrate the transformative 
power of fandom itself, so come along and tell us who your favourite black star 
is, why you love her, and what she means to you. Hysteria encouraged!

SAT22OCT 
DEEP TRASH FROM OUTER SPACE @ BETHNAL GREEN WORKING 
MENS CLUB 
19:30-02: 30

Deep Trash from Outer Space is a ONE NIGHT ONLY exhibition-cum-
performance-club-night featuring live performances, installations, artworks, 
visuals, videos and short films spread over 3 floors by over 40 artists in East 
London’s Bethnal Green Working Men’s Club. #deeptrashspace

Live performances start at 8:30pm and include: BRAIN SURGERY sessions by 
Sofi Lee-Henson, a DISCOEGG ALIEN birth by Sandra Boom, future-telling 
promenades by Pablo Pakula & Elena Poka, STRIPPERS IN SPACE by Amy Statik 
and crimson MOONSCAPES by Inanna Trillis. Our spacecraft is collecting artists 
from around the world including Heidi Hörsturz with their cyber-sonic TRASH-
ATTACKS, and Quimera Rosa’s lab will present ELECTRO-EROTIC body-noise 
for the first time in London. All the way from Berlin, via Ibiza and New York, we 
present you with BayBJane, the world’s smallest BIONIC DRAG queen. 

WED26OCT - SAT29OCT 
HERES HOPING @ OVALHOUSE 
20:30

Times are tough and the news is grim. Daisy and Pablo were in need of some 
hope, so they thought they should make a show about it. They wanted it to be a 
show about the triumph of hope, but it turned out that things are not as simple 
as that. They are knotted and complex. Hope and hopelessness hold hands. So 
this is a show about determination and resilience, about not giving up, about 
keeping going despite the odds. Hope is hard work, and it’s even harder when 
you go it alone – but perhaps something will happen if we’re all in a 
room together. Here’s hoping…

WED26OCT 
COYEY FANNI TUTTI: ART SEX MUSIC  
- AN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL READING @ ICA 
20:00

To mark the 40th anniversary of the ICA’s seminal exhibition Prostitution 
by COUM Transmissions, Cosey Fanni Tutti reads from her forthcoming 
autobiography Art Sex Music published by Faber & Faber.  

Reciting her personal experience at the time of the exhibition and the 
surrounding media furore, this reading will be followed by a Q&A with Maria 
Fusco (critic, writer and reader at the University of Edinburgh) and a rare 
screening of the COUM Transmissions film After Cease to Exist.    

A selection of Cosey’s original ICA Prostitution Magazine Actions will also be 
displayed. The evening will close with a DJ set provided by Richard Clouston’s 
Cosey Club.   

WED26OCT-SUN30OCT 
SPILL FESTIVAL OF PERFORMANCE (IPSWICH)

The Spill Festival Of Performance Is An International Festival Of Live Art, 
Activism And Performance Presenting The Work Of Exceptional Artists  
From Around The Globe.

FRI28OCT 
NO PLACE LIKE HOME (QUEER LATES) @ GEFFRYE MUSEUM 
(PART OF AND WHAT? QUEER ARTS FESTIVAL) 
18:00-22:00 (£5)

An evening of Queer Mischief with some of your favorite LGBTQIA+ 
performers presented in the grounds of the Geffrye Museum. Programming  
by Hackney Showroom and  And What? Exploring ideas of Home.

Featuring a menagerie of the most essential Queer and LGBTQI artists.

FRI28OCT 
THE RESIDENTS: STACY MAKISHI IN CONVERSATION WITH 
CLAIRE MACDONALD @ LADA

Join Stacy Makishi in the Reading Room, Wellcome Collection, for a public 
conversation on Faith with writer, curator and Unitarian minister-in-training 
Claire Macdonald. Stacy is in residence at the Reading Room for the week of 
the event, exploring the resources and talking to experts and visitors.

FRI28OCT 
CULTURE NOW: FATIMA AL QADIRI ON #BLACKLIVESMATTER  
@ ICA 
13:00 (£5)

The rise of the #BlackLivesMatter movement in the US, after a series of 
high-profile police killings of people of colour and centuries of racist brutality, 
has raised the issue of policing and mass incarceration to the central political 
question of the age. Academics Christina Heatherton and Jordan T. Camp, 
and musician, producer, and artist Fatima Al Qadiri discuss the recently 
published Policing the Planet: Why the Policing Crisis Led to Black Lives 
Matter (Verso, 2016).

OPEN CALLS
DEADLINE MON17OCT 
CALL FOR PAPERS: LESBIAN LIVES
The theme for the 2017 Lesbian Lives Conference is Lesbian Love/s. The 23rd edition of this conference is hosted by the University of Brighton LGBT 
and Queer Life Research Hub in conjunction with feminist scholars from University College Dublin. The organisers of this two-day international and 
interdisciplinary conference now welcome proposals from academics, scholars, students, activists, documentary and film-makers, writers and artists.

DEADLINE SUN30OCT
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: ORLANDO
Orlando are accepting pitches for potential inclusion in their third print issue. The theme is DISCOURSE. Please send short proposals for any type of 
written work (articles, essays, interviews, fiction, poetry, etc) alongside visual art submissions and other forms of creative content. Open to all ideas, the 
theme is deliberately capacious and flexible. Contact and questions at info@weareorlando.co.uk

DEADLINE MON07NOV
CALL FOR PAPERS: TALKING BODIES
HOST: Emma Rees, Institute of Gender Studies, University of Chester, UK (19-22 April, 2017)
VENUE: The University of Chester, Parkgate Road, Chester, CH1 4BJ, UK
This is the third biennial, international, interdisciplinary TALKING BODIES conference, and 20-minute papers are invited on topics related to its themes. 
Scholars, practitioners, researchers and postgraduate students from a wide range of disciplines (art, performance, art history, social history, and history of 
science, medical humanities, literary criticism, theology, (eco)feminism, political theory, medicine, jurisprudence, and more) are invited to submit proposals. 
Read more at the link.

DEADLINE MON07NOV16
CALL FOR PAPERS: ASSOCIATION OF ART HISTORIANS 2017 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Please email your paper proposals straight to the session convenor(s). Provide a title and abstract for a 25 minute paper (max 250 words).  
More information at the link.
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